
Writing like a Madwoman™

Writing Rights

1. The right to create, express and be inspired by your writing, voice and vision

2. To create boundaries and a sacred containment for your writing journey

3. To allow the creative voice to nurture, self-care and guide your feelings and actions

4. To be brave, vulnerable and communicate the story/stories you desire to write

5. To say no to anyone who insults, patronizes and judges your writing voice

6. To let go of all crazy makers in your life who do not support your writing path

7. To allow for simplicity: quiet, nature and breath to embrace your heart and soul

8. To encourage your wild creative child to come out of hiding and feel safe

9. To feel, feel, feel, express, express, express without rules or limitations to your 

creativity

10. To trust your writing path as your healing choice.

11. To be as original, unique and “out of your comfort zone” as you choose.

12. To not follow anyone else’s vision but your own.  To trust and believe in yourself.

13. To allow for guides and teachers to show you the way, if you choose

14. To be vulnerable and write to release pain, guilt, shame and judgment.

15. The right to be exactly who you are with self-respect, self-acceptance and self-love

16. The right to feel and pace your own writing process

17. The right to take responsibility for your choice to be write and be free and joyful

18. To stand up for your story, your emotions, your needs

19. To ask for help when needed, but not expect anyone to save you.  

20. To say no to caretaking and people pleasing and yes to compassion and empathy



Writing like a Madwoman™

Writing to Heal

1. Bypasses the the critic, the censor and the controller through 
loving kindness

2. Is the process of radical self-discovery, self-acceptance and 
self-expression

3. Grounds your gut, grit and grace to free your authentic voice 
and story

4. Transforms shame into innocence

5. Goes beyond words to images, imagination and memory

6. Pieces together the pieces of your heart

7. Is a starting place to come into the body where writing is 
healing

8. Awakens your felt sense, sensory perception, intuition and 
deep listening

9. Is a fierce self-inquiry process of self-knowledge  “Self 
Knowledge is Divine Knowledge.”  - Gnostic Gospels

10. Ignites your emotional, soulful and feminine storytelling 
where “Every woman’s story is Biblical.”  Naomi Goldenberg, 
Changing of the Gods



Writing like a Madwoman™

Is for women who

• Practice recovery (12 steps or other recovery process) and radical-self-

acceptance

• Live in the fire to write and heal. Nothing will stop you

• Are empathic, highly emotional, sensitive and intuitive

• Seek a safe and sacred space to write

• Are hungry to write deep and daring

• Are ready to transform your writing demons into writing juiciness

• Free writing and intuitive writing best supports your unraveling 

story telling

• Have a passionate message to write and share

• Are ready to invite your shadowy, erotic and wild Madwoman to your 

writing

• Are fiercely loving women who write to free her vision and passion

• Whose writing is your creative, spiritual and healing path

• Are self-motivated and desire authority over your experience

• Can tolerate the unknown, fragmentation and creative chaos

• Write to feel alive and end silence


